Perfect Harmony March Lyrics
Let’s Face the Music and Dance
There may be trouble ahead
So while there's moonlight and music and love and
romance
Let's face the music and dance
Before the fiddlers have fled
Before they ask us to pay the bill. While we still
have a chance
Let's face the music and dance
Soon, we'll be without the moon
Humming a different tune - and then...
There may be teardrops to shed
So while there's moonlight and music and love and
romance
Let's face the music and dance.
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Before the fiddlers have fled
Before they ask us to come up with the bill. While
we still have got the chance
Let's face that music and dance
Soon, we'll be without the moon
Humming a different tune - and then...
There may be teardrops to shed
So while there's moonlight and music and love and
romance
Let's face the music and dance, dance.
Let’s face the music.
Look at that music.
Why not face the music and dance?
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Cheek to Cheek
Heaven, I'm in heaven
And my heart beats so that I can hardly speak
And I seem to find the happiness I seek
When we're out together dancing, cheek to cheek
Heaven, I'm in heaven
And the cares that hung around me through the week
Seem to vanish like a gambler's lucky streak
When we're out together dancing, cheek to cheek
Oh, I love to climb a mountain
And to reach the highest peak
But it doesn't thrill me half as much
As dancing cheek to cheek
Oh, I love to go out fishing
In a river or a creek
But I don't enjoy it half as much
As dancing cheek to cheek
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Dance with me
I want my arm about you
The charm about you
Will carry me thro' to Heaven
I’m in Heaven
And my heart beats so that I can hardly speak
And I seem to find the happiness I seek
When we’re out together dancing cheek to cheek
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The Best Things Happen While You’re
Dancing
The best things happen while you're dancing
Things you would not do at home
Come naturally on the floor
For dancing soon becomes romancing
When you hold a girl in your arms
That you've never held before
Even guys with two left feet
Come out alright if the girl is sweet
If by chance their cheeks should meet while dancing
Proving that the best things happen while you dance
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Shall We Dance
Shall we dance?
One – two – three
On a bright cloud of music shall we fly?
One – two – three
Shall we dance?
One – two – three
Shall we then say "Goodnight and mean "Goodbye"?
One – two – three
Or perchance,
One – two – three
When the last little star has left the sky,
One – two – three
Shall we still be together
With our arms around each other
And shall you be my new romance?
One – two – three
On the clear understanding
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That this kind of thing can happen,
x
x x
Shall we dance?
x
x x
Shall we dance?
x
x x
Shall we dance?
Shall we dance?
One – two – three
On a bright cloud of music shall we fly?
One – two – three
Shall we dance?
One – two – three
Shall we then say "Goodnight and mean "Goodbye"?
One – two – three
Or perchance,
One – two – three
When the last little star has left the sky,
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One – two – three
Shall we still be together
With our arms around each other
And shall you be my new romance?
One – two – three
On the clear understanding
That this kind of thing can happen,
x
x x
Shall we dance?
x

x

x

Shall we dance?
x

x

x

Shall we dance?
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Dancing Queen
Ooh
You can dance
You can jive
Having the time of your life
Ooh, see that girl
Watch that scene
Digging the dancing queen
Friday night and the lights are low
Looking out for a place to go
Where they play the right music
Getting in the swing
You come to look for a king
Anybody could be that guy
Night is young and the music's high
With a bit of rock music
Everything is fine
You're in the mood for a dance
And when you get the chance
You are the dancing queen
Young and sweet
Only seventeen
Dancing queen
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Feel the beat from the tambourine, oh yeah
You can dance
You can jive
Having the time of your life
Ooh, see that girl
Watch that scene
Digging the dancing queen
You're a teaser, you turn 'em on
Leave 'em burning and then you're gone
Looking out for another
Anyone will do
You're in the mood for a dance
And when you get the chance
You are the dancing queen
Young and sweet
Only seventeen
Dancing queen
Feel the beat from the tambourine, oh yeah
You can dance
You can jive
Having the time of your life
Ooh, see that girl
Watch that scene
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Digging the dancing queen
Digging the dancing queen
See that girl
Watch that scene
Digging the dancing queen
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